Vocabulary
Food Idioms

Draw a line between the item on the left and the matching item on the right.

- eat your
- hard to
- in a
- junk
- the cream of
- the upper
- have egg on
- bread and
- a recipe for
- drink like a
- easy as
- take with a
- kill the goose that
- not my
- words
- swallow
- food
- disaster
- crust
- your face
- the crop
- pinch of salt
- nutshell
- butter
- cup of tea
- fish
- pie
- lays the golden egg
Vocabulary
Food Idioms

Draw a line between the item on the left and the matching item on the right.

eat your __________________ words
hard to __________________ swallow
in a __________________________ food
junk __________________________ disaster
the cream of __________________ crust
the upper _______________________ your face
have egg on _____________________ the crop
bread and ______________________ pinch of salt
a recipe for _____________________ nutshell
drink like a _____________________ butter
easy as ________________________ cup of tea
take with a _____________________ fish
kill the goose that __________________ lays the golden egg
not my _________________________